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I*. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
The view, opinions, und/or findings contained in this report are tho .e of the authords) and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army position, p.olicy, or decision, unless so designated by other documentation. 4.. he geometry of the division of the earth's surface by the malor tectonic plates I! remarkably regular and symmetric, and several models based on the platonic C~, slids have been proposed to describe this pattern. Under such a model, the in triple points,-# those points at the boundary of three plates, will hae an excep Stionally regular distribution, Ilie have tested the distribution of the malor trip e points using a Monte Carlo computational approach and found it to depart si!Inlfi ntly -'rom random, independent and uniform placement of points. Given the natural huma)
:endency to see patterns In situations where, in reality, only unstructured random~ness trpLAI~ Ahptee helps to conform the validity of theserVEjQ,,,y, bi to-ft W UK-LASStPItEO , tructural oeolonlc models those points at the boundary of three plates, will have an exceptionally regular distribution. We have tested the distribution of the major triple points using a Monte Carlo computational approach and found it to depart significantly from random, independent and uniform placement of points. Given the natural human tendency to see patterns in situations where, in reality, only unstructured randomness actually exists, the formal testing of hypotheses helps to confirm the validity of these structural geologic models. Mudcracks and basalt columns are well known expressions of a simple principle: When a homogeneous medium is subject to uniform radial tensional stress in two dimensions, it is expected that rupture will result in hexagonal sutures: of all the regular polyhedra that will tesselate a plane, the hexagon has the lowest perimeter to area ratio, and will thus require the least energy to form since the energy required for rupture is proportional to the total length of the ruptures. A monte-carlo approach was then used to test the significance of the apparent coincidence of present-day triple points and ideal platonic triple points (10). First, sets of triple points were placed randomly and independently on the globe so that the probability of a point being in any given region was proportional to the area of that region. Next, a root mean square statistic was used to measure how close the actual angular distance between each point and its nearest neighbor comes to the ideal platonic angular distance of 60 degrees (defined by the vertices of an icosahedron).
Two models were considered. The first used the ten triple points indicated on Figure 1 . In a thousand runs, only three showed a better correspondence between random and platonic triple points, indicating that the probability that the present triple point configuration could have arisen by chance is less than
9.91.
The second model included a correction for the grouping together of the smaller plates. Intuitively, the effect of grouping should be to decrease the representation of small nearest neighbor distances, thereby forcing a smaller value of the computed mean square statistic. To ensure that the observed statistical significance is real and was not due to this effect, we also performed a simulation as follows. For samples of seventeen points on the globe (thus including the extra triple points lost by our plate grouping), the nearest neighbor distances were calculated. Only the ten largest of these distances were used in computation of the mean square statistics, simulating the exclusion of small plates with close triple j points. Surprisingly, no significance seems to have been lost in using this procedure. in 1000 runs of this simulation, no * replicate showed as regular a configuration as the ten actual * triple points. This result is possible because while the mean value of the simulated statistic is closer to the actual value, the variance is smaller than it was with the previous models.
Statistical theory now permits us to reject the null hypothesis that the triple points are randomly and independently distributed, and allows us to conclude that there is a strong systematic component in the placement of these points. Having formally tested these hypotheses, we are protected in part from *the natural human tendency to see structured patterns iñ
Isituations where, in reality, only unstructured randomness actually exists. By concentrating our attention on triple junctions, we did not directly consider the distribution of hot spots (11), nor did we test the significance of the linear * correspondence between real plate margins and *ideal* platonic plate margins, although it should be noted that the real and platonic margins are topologically identical. The greatest divergence between real and ideal margins is seen in the *southwest Pacific (Fig. 1) ; this is enhanced by the projection to the extent that the true plate margin appears to be disjunct at * the edge of the map. 
